SA25
SA30
SA30W
SA50
SA50W
SA80W
MAX DRAG AT “STRIKE” with free spool
LOCK-DOWN DRAG AT “FULL”

PERFORMANCE COMMITTMENT: Every Fin-Nor Santiago reel is serial-numbered and individually performance-tested by our engineers.
The results generated by these tests are recorded, and a specific report is provided in your Santiago’s packaging.

SA25 | SA30 | SA30W \ SA50 | SA50W | SA80W

SA25

SA30

SA30W

WEIGHT:
67.5 oz.
SPOOL WIDTH: 1.85” / 47mm

WEIGHT:
70.0 oz.
SPOOL WIDTH: 2.40” / 61mm

WEIGHT:
73.5 oz.
SPOOL WIDTH: 2.95” / 75mm

SA50

SA50W

SA80W

WEIGHT:
83.0 oz.
SPOOL WIDTH: 2.48” / 63mm

WEIGHT:
88.0 oz.
SPOOL WIDTH: 3.34” / 85mm

WEIGHT:
142.1 oz.
SPOOL WIDTH: 3.46” / 88mm

CUSTOMIZE YOUR FIN-NOR SANTIAGO
You can personalize your Santiago reel with your
name, your boat’s name, your company’s name,
or almost any text you choose

SA25

625 yds. / 25 lb.

1600 yds. / 30 lb.

1.75:1 / 4.15:1

SA30

800 yds. / 30 lb.

1680 yds. / 50 lb.

1.75:1 / 3.79:1

SA30W

700 yds. / 50 lb.

1600 yds. / 80 lb.

1.75:1 / 3.79:1

SA50

730 yds. / 50 lb.

1100 yds. / 100 lb.

1.75:1 / 3.17:1

SA50W

550 yds. / 80 lb.

900 yds. / 130 lb.

1.75:1 / 3.17:1

SA80W

1000 yds. / 80 b.

1600 yds. / 130 lb.

1.35:1 / 3.07:1
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Fully Machined 1-Piece Aluminum Frame & Side Plate

The Finest Big
Game Trolling Reel
We’ve Ever Made.

Forged and then machined for precision from the finest 6061-T6 aircraftgrade aluminum for perfect tolerances and strength, Santiago has a
one-piece integral frame and left-side plate, and another one-piece
aluminum right-side plate. This makes Santiago stronger than most
other trolling reels, and able to handle heavy loads of big fish on heavy
braided lines. No situation is too big for Santiago.

Santiago was designed to
be the best big game reel
in the world. . .and it is.
It’s the first big game trolling
reel designed with all of
today’s modern fishing
techniques in mind –
techniques that demand
light-weight rods, stronger
and thinner-diameter
braided lines and more
aggressive boat techniques.
The trend may be towards
smaller overall size, but the
demand is still for maximum
strength. And Santiago is
pure strength.

Adjustable Lever Drag
Santiago gets up to 100 pounds of drag pressure (SA80W).
We know that few anglers would ever want, or need, to fish
with that much drag pressure, isn’t it nice to know you can?
Even the smallest model (SA25) has up to 60 pounds of drag
available. This means you could fish 100-pound braided line
on our smallest reel and still tackle a giant fish.

Forged and machined using
high-quality aircraft-grade
aluminum, we stuffed in
machined stainless steel
gears and an over-sized
center shaft because we
know what big battles are,
and what they can do to
average equipment.
With six sizes in the
Santiago family to use, all
equally capable with 50, 80,
or 100-pound braid line and
beyond, you’ll never have
to worry about strength or
drag power, no matter which
size you choose.

Learn more at
www.finnorfishing.com.

Easy Two-Speed Control
Without even having to take your hand off the
handle, you can quickly shift into a low, powerful
gear with a simple push of a button. And, with a
quick twist-out, you’re back to high-speed. 2speed shifting has never been so logical – and
fighting a big fish has never been so simple.

Ergonomic Handle Knob

Strong Carbon Fiber & Stainless
Steel Drag System

Oversized Bearings & Center Shaft

This special oversized handle knob has been
designed to be comfortable regardless how
you hold it, and for as long as you need to hold
it. Don’t worry about fatigue, or about sharp or
uncomfortable edges that can irritate or blister
your hands. . .just focus on the fish.

Santiago has a machined stainless steel drag
plate that is water-tight and sandwiched
between two massive carbon fiber washers to
achieve smooth but powerful drag numbers,
letting you stand up or sit in the chair to battle
big fish without strain on the reel.

Santiago’s spool rides on a sleeved, oversized
machined stainless steel center shaft – the
strongest in the business – and is supported
by the largest race ball bearings. This reel is
designed to handle heavy loads and still
perform smoothly and efficiently.

